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Bosch Serie 4 KUR21VFE0 fridge Built-in 134 L E White

Brand : Bosch Product family: Serie 4 Product code: KUR21VFE0

Product name : KUR21VFE0

Bosch Serie 4 KUR21VFE0. Fridge net capacity: 134 L, Climate class: SN-T, Noise level: 35 dB. Fridge
number of shelves/baskets: 3. Lamp type: LED. Door hinge: Right. Energy efficiency class: E. Weight:
34.4 kg. Product colour: White

Design

Appliance placement * Built-in
Product colour * White
Door hinge Right
Reversible doors
Control type Touch
Built-in display *
Fridge number of shelves/baskets * 3
Fridge door balconies 2
Door bottle retainer
Shelves material Glass
Adjustable shelves

Performance

Fridge net capacity * 134 L
Climate class * SN-T
Noise emission class * B
Noise level * 35 dB
Multi-airflow system *
Super Cool function *
Fresh zone compartment *

Ergonomics

Fridge interior light
Lamp type LED

Ergonomics

Door open alarm *
Cord length 2.3 m
Wi-Fi

Power

Energy efficiency scale A to G
Energy efficiency class * E
Energy efficiency index (EEI) 100
Energy usage 93 kWh/24h
AC input voltage 220 - 240 V
AC input frequency 50 Hz
Current 10 A

Weight & dimensions

Installation compartment width 60 cm
Installation compartment depth 55 cm
Installation compartment height 82 cm
Width * 598 mm
Depth * 548 mm
Height * 820 mm
Weight 34.4 kg
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